
Welcome! 

(& how it can help you
grow and succeed)

Use Chat & Reply to Everyone:
Share Ideas, Ask Questions

The question mark
is a prompter

How I prepare for Jam Sessions..
.Down the Rabbit Hole

10,000 Hours of Doing
Anything Leads to Mastery...Doesn't It? 

Mastery & 10,000 Hours--Science or Myth?

It turns out, the number is mostly
arbitrary. Not based on solid science

https://www.6seconds.org/2022/06/20/10000-hour-rule/

For Me in My Post-Exedcutive
Life: Teaching & Coaching (& maybe playing the piano): 10K each

For you? What's your 10,000 hours activity?

How are you doing with
that mastery thing?

3 Biggest Factors
for Mastery in Our Professional Lives

1. Your positive emotions
toward the initiative

You better love what you're
doing!

2. Your mental practice
(envisioning success) is critical

Controlling your internal
self-talk is critical!

3. The BIG One!
Your motivation

This should align with your sense of
purpose and your values!

For me, coaching & teaching are fueled
by all three! Core to me as a person.

For Today...
I'll skip the lessons learned in 10,000

hours of playing the piano...

& instead, focus on what I've learned through the
challenging, good work of coaching executive and

emerging leaders from all sectors and cultures.

Fairly equal blend of executive insights
w emerging leaders...including those

new(er) to managing

My goal...present them in a way where
you can leverage the insights and save

a few thousand hours!

The big themes I've heard repeatedly in
short, actionable sound bites filled with ideas and suggested resources! 

Add your comments and idea in chat as
we move through the content!

1. Coaching is often
misperceived as corrective...that's a BIG misperception

How do you react if your boss
suggests you will benefit by

engaging a coach?

Benefit or penalty?

Context: quality coaches work with high
potentials & help support them for

growth in pursuit of level up
opportunities

Coaching is NOT for
problem employees

My Counsel If You Are Given the Opportunity to Be Coached...

Be emboldened and excited to have
an objective outsider supporting your

learning and growth

A good coach will help you
see you as others do...

...help you tune in to
your strengths...

...work with you carefully on a limited
number of gaps/blindspots

...challenge you to think
differently...think critically

Coach doesn't give you the answers...
helps you find them (don't conflate

coaching with consulting)

Finally: If you're still bothered by the
suggestion of getting a coach, get over

yourself. Too many people feel that it's a sign
of weakness or a negative stigma to engage a coach.

The most successful people know they need help to hone
strengths, cultivate superpowers, spot the gaps, and adjust

behaviors that are limiting their success!

Frame: This can be the richest part of your
professional development for your career!

2. Fear (in all of its forms) is truly the success
and growth killer

"Fear is the mind killer."
Frank Herbert in Dune

Keeps people from stretching, taking chances, experimenting, taking on new
challenges, pursuing new roles...and generally doing things they want to do...

For Promotions: "That's a big
job. I'm not ready."

Newsflash: you're
never ready

For Ideas: "It's too outside the
box. They'll think I'm (   )."

If you don't speak up,
someone else will

For career shifts: "Now is not a good time.
I have too many obligations and I can't put

my paycheck at risk."

You can de-risk most situations...and
btw, what guarantees do you have

with where you are?

OK, truth serum: what is holding
you back from doing something

important to you? (I am navigating 2)

Mine: completely resetting my business model to
focus on speaking/workshops solely focused on

Rethinking Management

Building a coaching network for my
career reinvent program

Fear is at the Root of the Highlight
Reel Playing in Our Minds

What you tell yourself about you, your
abilities, your fears combine to set your

limits on growth and success.

V.I.B. (very
important book)

Be Deliberate About Rewiring Your Thoughts

1. Gain data about you

2. Conducted a reflected best-self
exercise and analysis

3. Identify the situations that trigger
self-doubt/self-esteem challanges

4. Become aware of your
negative thoughts. Observe

them. Analyze them.

5. Rebuild your highlight reel
and let this play over your

negative thoughts.

6. As needed,
seek help.

https://www.mayoclinic.
org/healthy-lifestyle/adult-health/in-depth/self-esteem/art-20045374

3. The biggest blindspot I encounter with emerging leaders...

What do you think it is?

Ignoring the
need to develop And apply POWER

V.I.B.s: Read all three! 

A few facts of power & influence to manage
your career by....

Everywhere humans gather a
political environment emerges

Someone must choose us for success.

Organizational politics is
mostly about relationships

Those who have power determine who
does what and what gets done...

If you want to accelerate your career and impact your
team and organization at scale, you don't get to opt out

of the need to cultivate power.

Discuss

"But Art, I don't want to play those
games."

My response: "I don't want you
to play games either. Instead, build "Clean Power." 

Or Ginni Romety's  version of "Good Power"

6 Things You Can Start Doing to Begin Strengthening Your Power

1. Work deliberately to grow and strengthen key
relationships ACROSS your organization Use my weekly hack: 

The "Doug
McMillon"
strategy

2. Learn to Lead in the
GRAY ZONES of your organization

3. Advocate for yourself, team members,
and colleagues in other groups

4. Seek diverse experiences

5. Make your boss a hero

Have the "Missing
Conversations"

6. Build strong networks outside
of work & strive to integrate them

to solve provlems

The ability to draw upon diverse talent from
inside and outside your organization is a

great source of "Good Power"

Don't anchor to your
title or vocation

Build coalitions to solve vexing
problems or seize new

opportunities

What would you add?

Level Up opportunities are often tripping points (and coaching is critical here)

What's your next level
up opportunity?

How are you
preparing for it?

11 Common Missteps:

Not thinking through the
START/STOP Exercise

Ignoring the need to develop
new/different relationships

Ignoring the political realities (and
differences) at the higher level

Continuing to do
the old job

Stepping all over the past of their new teams

Failing to form a vision/failing to tune
in and support the boss's vision

Linear thinking instead of lateral thinking

Silo-vision

Not building
new coaltions

Hubris

Not thinking through and developing a
plan to lead at a higher level

More V.I.B.s!

Tripping Point: when experience becomes a
strength and an adversary

Experience can and does translate to WISDOM;
Experience shouldn't be your operating model

When was the last time you
were at a Blockbuster?

What small company did they turn
down acquiring for $50 million?

Yesterday's market capitalization
of Netflix: $199 Billion

Beware Your Dominant
Logic in a World Where
Everything is Changing

Hack your brain...it's a pattern matching
machine and leads you down the wrong path

when it doesn't recognize a pattern

Cultivate your
CURIOSITY

May be one of the most important
attributes for success in today's world!

THINK DIFFERENTLY! 

What are the trigger events that will
change everything for your firm,

your customers, you?

Develop analogical & lateral
thinking skills

"Why will autonomous vehicles lead to a
huge demand for artificial hearts?"

Challenge yourself to learn in
many different ways

Reading, Listening, Observing, Doing...
Doing things far from your day job...

Stop Under-Training In These Areas: 

"Empathy doesn’t just happen naturally for a lot of people. Our
fast-paced society does not often encourage us to take a

moment to connect with others. It is therefore a conscious
choice we have to make, but the more we practice empathy, the

more intuitive it becomes."

Hack: learn and practice the 3 components of empathy

1. Perspective Taking

2. Mirrioring

3. Engaging with
compassion

Fierce Listening is
key to this!

How do you
strengthen
empathy?

Yeah, developing in these
areas can feel like leg day!

Strengthen as a
Communicator

THINK ABOUT IT: "Throughout my studies of people,
human relationships and business interactions, I have

been amazed by how some people achieve dramatically
different results than others with what seem to be the

exact same ingredients."

"You'll go as far as you are able to
communicate." -Mentor to me one

year out of college.

Pick these areas to focus on strengthening

Challenging Conversations
(including but not limited to feedback)

Positive Persuasion
(Internal negotiation)

Goulston's
Persuasion

Process

From resisting to listening/listening
to considering/considering to
doing/doing to glad they did

Succeeding with Strategic
Presentations and

Conversations

What are the strategic
presentations and
conversations you

encounter?
Hack: learn Strategic
Message Mapping

art@artpetty.com

Asking questions with the precision of a
surgeon and the finesse of Miles Davis on the trumpet

Way too many of us talk endlessly and
never shut up and ask questions! Don't be this person!

When are you
negotiating
internally?

Tying Things Together: What I've Learned from Coaching
the Most Successful People

They're hungry  (to learn, grow, change, fix, explore, experiment)

They want help and often get it from multiple sources

They work hard at
unclogging their brains

They push fear
to the back and know they'll find a way

They want to hang out with
people who are successful at

what they are trying to do

They do the work.

They challenge their coach

They adopt a coaching
approach of their own

August 11: A new
guest host format!

https://artpetty.mykajabi.com/leadership-caffeine-jam-session-22

Question:
art@artpetty.

com

Six BIG Insights (at least)

What you can do...(for starters)

If you have advance notice of a larger
role, prepare (training, books, others

who have navigated this)

Tune in to your team's thinking! Run a 3W's
exercise and empower your team to go

deeper with strengths and own fixing gaps.
You serve as the sponsor.

Run an Angela's Question exercise with your
team. "At the end of our time working

together when we're and you're successful,
what will you say I did?"

Create a Green Room with Your
Team ("Where ideas go to have

sex." -Ridley Scott

Listen, Connect,
Empower/Sponsor, Foster Idea

Generation, Praise

Define the "Rules for Success" with
your team. (Their input mostly.)

Together, build your
Ideas-to-Actions (execution)

System.

Ask for feedback. A
lot! & Adjust.

Know your mission from
boss/stakeholders


